We have synthesized epitaxial La 1−x Sr 1+x MnO 4 (x=1/3) films as random alloys and cationordered analogues to probe how cation order affects the properties of a 2D manganite. The films show weak ferromagnetic ordering up to 130 K, although there is a dramatic difference in magnetic anisotropy depending on the cation order. While all films exhibit similar gapped insulator behavior above 130 K, there is a significant difference in the low temperature transport mechanism depending on the cation order. Differences in magnetic anisotropy and low temperature transport are consistent with differences in Mn 3d orbital occupancies. Together this work suggests that cation ordering can significantly alter the Mn 3d orbital ground state in these correlated electron systems.
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PACS numbers:
1 The 3-dimensional and layered La,Sr-doped manganites, (La 1−x Sr x MnO 3 ) n SrO, exhibit a delicate interplay between charge-, spin-and orbital-degrees of freedom which gives rise to a number of intriguing collective states. Depending on cation doping and dimensionality, these materials can exhibit ferromagnetic-, antiferromagnetic-, charge-and orbital-ordering. [1] While the A-site cation doping level is pivotal in determining the filling of the Mn e g orbitals, the dimensionality of the Mn octahedral network also plays a key role as these collective states may be highly susceptible to fluctuations and disorder that thwart long range order in lower dimensions.
In this letter, we address the effect of cation disorder in a 2-dimensional (2D)material which lacks the ordered state found at the same dopant level in higher dimensions. For a doping level of x=1/3 (2Mn 3+ :Mn 4+ ), reducing the dimensionality of the Mn-octahedral network to isolated 2D sheets results in a rapid degradation of the robust ferromagnetism seen in the 3-dimensional (3D) manganite, La 2/3 Sr 1/3 MnO 3 . While long-range ferromagnetic order and metallic conductivity occurs in the bilayer and 3D compounds (T C =120K and 360K, respectively), the equivalent single layer manganite exhibits only a spin glass phase below 20 K with no long-range magnetic order at any temperature and is an insulator. [2] [3] [4] X-ray studies show that short range structural order associated with the charge-ordered state does appear in the guise of small correlated nanopatches; however, perpendicular to the MnO 2 planes the material never obtains full magnetic long-range order. [4] This lack of long-range magnetic order is commonly thought to be due to frustrated ordering of the During growth, the film surface was monitored in-situ by reflective high energy electron diffraction. The thickness, surface roughness and cation order of the films was investigated by x-ray reflectometry, and the crystal structure and epitaxy was probed by x-ray diffraction. Scanning transmission electron microscopy (STEM) and nanoarea electron diffraction were performed to further investigate the structure and epitaxy of the films. In-plane and out-of-plane film magnetization (M) was probed as a function of temperature (T) and ap- A high angle annular dark field STEM image of the digital superlattice taken along the
[100] zone axis shows a high degree of crystallinity in the films, the isolated nature of the A 2 BO 4 sheets typical of the K 2 NiF 4 -structure, and a structural expansion every third rocksalt layer (Fig 2(a-c) ). X-ray reflectivity simulations confirm that this periodic structural expansion is responsible for a decrease in the intensity seen in the second superlattice peak.
Nanoarea electron diffraction (parallel probe size of 55 nm) of the substrate and film are shown in Fig 2(d,e) Magnetically, both films exhibit the signature of a spin glass in-plane at 20 K, characterized by a sharp decrease of the moment for the zero-field cooled case and increase in moment for the field-cooled case (Fig 3(a-b) In addition to the spin glass phase, both the random alloy and digital SL films exhibit an additional magnetic transition around 130 K which is not seen in bulk La 2/3 Sr 4/3 MnO 4 . Hysteresis loops show a weak ferromagnetic nature associated with this phase (Fig 3(insets) ).) While the in-plane magnetization of both types of films looks qualitatively similar (Fig 3(c,d) ), the out-of-plane magnetization differs quite dramatically (Fig 3(e,f) ). The random-alloy exhibits little to no ferromagnetic behavior out-of-plane within our resolution, and the digital SL sample exhibits a large magnetization compared to the in-plane magnetization of both films. This indicates a large difference in the magnetic anisotropy depending on cation order. Magnetic anisotropy is closely tied to spin-orbit coupling, which in the manganites is directly linked to the 3d orbitals. Thus, the significant difference in magnetic anisotropy is an indication that cation ordering may be altering the preferred orbital occupation in these layered manganites.
The resistivity of the random alloy and digital SL films shows insulating behavior for all temperatures (Fig 4. variable range hopping in 3D (Fig 4(inset) .) Thus, although both films exhibit similar gapped insulator behavior at high temperatures, large differences in the active transport mechanism at low temperatures suggest that dopant cation order plays a pivotal role in the transport of these films. As our magnetization data indicate, ordering the cations may favor a different orbital occupancy. Depending upon the nature of this occupancy, it would lead to changes in the bandwidth for charge transport in-plane (for example, an enhanced in-plane bandwidth would result for d x 2 −y 2 occupancy). Thus, the measured changes in resistivity reflect changes in both scattering and bandwidth.
We have successfully synthesized both random alloy and digital cation-ordered analogs of epitaxial La 2/3 Sr 4/3 MnO 4 films through MBE to study how cation order influences lowdimensional systems. In both films the spin glass phase found below 20K in bulk is preserved, transport mechanism. Together, the magnetic and transport differences suggest that dopant cation order may significantly alter the preferred orbital ground state in these layered oxide systems. 
